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1 DPO / DSO as a Service 
Our experienced consultants are ready to step in and act as the DPO of the organization 
as required. Whether you have implemented GDPR compliance but need support from a 
GDPR expert or need support with setting up or continuously managing the 
organisation’s GDPR and privacy operations, our experts have wide experience in 
assisting public and private organisations of any size. We also help customers with 
annual controls, integrity evaluations for new or changed processes of personal data, or 
evaluation of processes and support when writing Personal Data Agreements. 

If the compliance status between companies is unrecognized prior to an M&A, such 
differences in compliance might result in unexpected expenses. We can support your 
organization with evaluations prior to, or following, take-overs or mergers, to provide a 
comprehensive overview compliance for both parties.  

This service is normally based on an agreed hourly rate. Contact Emma Stewén to 
learn more and elaborate how we can assist your organisation. 
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2 Combitech GDPR Service Packages 
All our GPDR services are based on current GDPR requirements. We have defined a 
methodical approach to working with and measuring the requirements, and introduced 
"compliance areas”. In our experience this method offers you an efficient and structured 
approach to GDPR compliance. 

By doing so, we also define compliance activities fundamental to achieve efficiency for 
other compliance activities - GDPR service packages 1, 2 and 3. 

Our leading experts can support you with all requirements needed for compliance with 
GDPR. We help you achieve compliance at the necessary level in relation to what 
personal data is processed and the type of processing.  

These days most organizations are GDPR compliant, but tend to forget that follow-up 
and continuous improvements are needed. In these cases, an initial Gap-Analysis will be 
important, offered in our Service Package 4. Our Gap-Analysis tool gives an evaluation 
of the quality level for all compliance areas, and the results are presented graphically 
and detailed.  

We offer tailored packaging of GDPR compliance services. These services can be 
ordered separately or in agreed combinations. 

 

2.1 Service Package 1: Mapping the processing of personal data 

GDPR requires all organizations to map the processing of personal data, considered as 
the first step to compliance. The requirement to conduct this evaluation includes that the 
processing is understood that any possible risks or consequences of the data subjects 
are well documented, and that risk minimizations are implemented. 

Our consultants are experienced in working with identifying and analysing risks and 
consequences and can support your organization in finding the appropriate minimization 
measures.  We use this experience and add the GDPR integrity perspective to our tools 
for risk and impact assessment. 

We use a simplified risk assessment model during the mapping activity, and if needed a 
more profound evaluation can be performed – our consultants will discuss the 
alternatives in the documentation. 

The extent of work will be in proportion with the number of processes to evaluate and the 
content of the processes. 

 

2.2 Service Package 2: DPIA, analysis of risks and consequences 

When working with GDPR-compliance it is necessary to identify and analyse risks and 
consequences, or DPIA, for parts of the processing of personal data. We have years of 
experience in working with risk and consequence analysis and apply this experience to 
optimize results for your organisation. 
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To enable a rapid and general understanding of the organisation, we apply adapted, 
smaller scale, measures. These measures of risk assessment can be executed between 
one person with knowledge of the processing and the Combitech expert. For a more in-
depth and comprehensive analysis, our consultants will engage with your organisation in 
a half-day workshop, with representatives from different areas of expertise depending on 
the process in question.  

We will advise your organisation to ensure time and effort is placed where needed, 
avoiding costly and time-consuming activities when these are not required. 

 

2.3 Service Package 3: Records of processing 

Legally, the processing of personal data must be documented into records of processing, 
and the information that must be included is defined by law. The documentation, records 
of processing, is the confirmation that mapping the processes of personal data has been 
performed. 

We implement methods evolved from our long experience of helping customers with 
GDPR compliance, and our driving force is to deliver effective results with measurable 
quality. 

Some customers opt to combine the required information for the records with other 
organizational information, to be able to use the records for different purposes. We can 
also adapt templates and methods to best fit your needs. 

There are different ways to document records of processing, that all meet the legal 
requirements and produce results. However, some of the easier and less detailed ways 
of documenting may not support the long-term compliance work needed to uphold the 
GDPR compliance systematically and continuously. Other solutions may support the 
long-term compliance work but require more time for establishing the documentation of 
the records processed. 

 

2.4 Service Package 4: Gap analysis of compliance 

GDPR includes requirements in a number of different areas. Our proven method 
categorises the areas, aiming to provide the organisation with a clear overview of 
compliance status. In addition, the same solution provides you with an understanding on 
the basis of the analysis and an evaluation that adds value to the organisation’s security 
strategy. 

The GAP-analysis is one such process that provide the organisation with valuable insight 
into the mapping of its processing of personal data. The results from the GAP-analysis is 
presented in an overview diagram stating the level of compliance each compliance area 
has. It also provides you with an important and detailed status for every requirement. 

By displaying status in this manner, the GDPR-responsible is provided with quality 
insight into the state of compliance in the organization. This gives valuable support when 
prioritizing and planning for investments to improve the security organisation. 
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2.5 Service Package 5: Evaluation of onboarding cost at company take-
over 

For businesses pursuing M&A growth strategies, the differences in IT-environments and 
GDPR compliance status are vital. When taking over another organisation, you are 
legally responsible for whatever status the take-over has, also when it comes to GDPR 
compliance, from day one. Not all organisations have the necessary models to evaluate 
the GDPR compliance level of the take-over and hence assess cost-driving differences.  

Very often the due diligence and valuation are based on business functionality, and e.g. 
a start-up organization which has primarily prioritized creating functionality may have 
placed little if any, attention to GDPR compliance. Another common mistake is to direct 
all attention to the processing of customer personal data, and completely forget all the 
processing of employee personal data.  

Our experts have long experience in evaluating possible differences in GDPR 
compliance and provide your organisation with insight valuable to the M&A process – 
including compliance in the due diligence contributes to a more truthful financial picture 
and a confident compliance level for all parties involved. We are also at hand to manage 
the onboarding of GDPR compliance in the new organisation. 

 

3 Other GDPR Service Packages 
Our standard package of services can be adapted for the benefit of your organisation. 
Note that several services are dependent on the GAP analysis of the compliance state to 
be of value. 

Some dependencies may impact the definition of packages, e.g. when defining and 
implementing routines and processes, the size of the organization has impact on the 
service package. Also, the organizational structure may naturally impact both planning 
and implementation. 

3.1 Examples of other data protection services that we deliver 

• Evaluation of consequences for the processing of personal data according to the 
requirements of the Schrems II judgement. 

• Risk and consequence analysis (DPIA) on separate objects 

• Implement or improve Data breach process 

• Implement or improve business processes to meet the registered rights, such as 
getting copies of the personal data records or the right to get erased, 

• Review, or production, of government documentation such as integrity policy, and 
descriptions of processes and routines 
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• Support in defining and setting up the organizational structure to uphold the 
desired level of GDPR compliance, producing and managing appropriate training 
of employees 

• Review, or production, of integrity messages to data subjects, customers, and 
web visitors. 

• Support in raising knowledge and awareness within the data protection area. This 
may include answering questions such as “what does the GDPR requirement 
really mean?”, “What is most important for our organization?”, “How do we know 
if we are compliant to GDPR?”, or give general education to the organization on 
the handling of personal data breaches, requests for data records or other rights 
of the data subjects. 

• Support the organization on minimizing data processing or clarify the purpose for 
processing. 

• Produce guidelines on Privacy by Design and Default to ensure that integrity 
requirements are taken care of for software development. 

• Evaluate the processors’ data protection agreement and performance, or support 
with producing a data protection agreement. 

• Setting up the annual wheel for systematic and structured work with integrity and 
compliance to GDPR.  

• Support the evaluation of GDPR onboarding costs in M&A processes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


